The growing complexity of powertrain control strategies, software, and hardware is proving to be a significant challenge to the engineering community with regard to managing effective optimization to meet the desired performance. With an increased emphasis on shorter development time and the use of additional sensors and actuators becoming common, the increased dependence on physical models and use of complex interdependent control systems demands a thorough system understanding. This also encourages the use of process improvement tools to assist in an effective engineering process. In this paper, such a tool is discussed in its second phase of development. The Micro-HiL system will be discussed over a wide scope that focuses on the interests of the calibration and development community.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of Micro-HiL, where the virtual engine model is connected to a real time processing ECU through a series of sophisticated software and hardware interfaces, was conceived to develop a desktop test environment. Understanding the complex interaction between the various control strategies is becoming very crucial with increasing demand on sophisticated controls and refined calibration. The conventional approach used in most cases involves utilizing the test cell or vehicle for understanding these complex interactions. Very often the cost associated to study these interactions far out-ways the conceived advantages or the time required in test cell setup and testing does not fit within the current product development timeline. Thus a virtual environment where test execution can be made with full flexibility to alter the boundary conditions proves to be a great tool for calibration and strategy development. As discussed in the previous publication (2011-01-0703) , the initial steps involved in developing the Phase 1 Micro-HiL were further enhanced to meet some of the new demands from calibration and development engineers. The key element addressed in this follow up effort is the creation of a Virtual Test Cell (VTC) environment. Features such as engine starting and idle control were implemented within the new setup to mirror processes that are associated with actual engine testing. Additional features such as component interchangeability were implemented to give the user the advantage of testing new components within the existing setup along with closed loop aftertreatment thermal management controls to expand the capabilities of the VTC to the aftertreatment field. 
Virtual Testing and Simulation

VIRTUAL TEST CELL (VTC)
The first phase of the Micro-HiL was conceived to develop a more cost-effective, flexible, and easy-to-handle system to address some of the real-world challenges faced by engine development and calibration engineers. It addresses the various challenges faced in establishing the appropriate interfaces between the ECU and the data source, as shown in Figure 1 . The setup allowed for controlled and repeatable test data re-run capability for desktop calibration and optimization.
The second phase of the Micro-HiL was developed to provide the engineer with greater flexibility to study the effect of various system variables on engine performance. To provide Figure 2 . The Micro-HiL setup is capable of generating its own results by controlling the engine model. User interface panels are provided for controlling and monitoring the engine parameters as shown in Figure 3 . Closed loop communication between the engine model and ECU allows the engine model to respond according to the given set point. Engine speed, load, and various environmental conditions can be configured in the control panel on the VTC screen. The Micro-HiL system also allows users to run different test cycles such as the FTP, ETC, RMC, etc. It is very important to examine the effect of ambient conditions on any calibration and control strategy; in a dynamometer test cell it is difficult to control all desired ambient conditions. The VTC environment plays a key role in this type of testing, where the user gets direct access to the engine model and can study the engine's behavior at any desired ambient condition.
In many data acquisition systems users are limited to a certain number of signals due to a limited number of data ports. However, the Micro-HiL setup is not limited in the number of connectors or data ports for input and output signals. The software in the loop approach for the Micro-HiL eliminates the problem of connectors and harnesses. The VTC setup avoids the cost involved in changing harness and connectors for testing different engines and setups. Through the engine model Micro-HiL provides direct access to a number of combustion parameters, such as cylinder pressure and temperature. In a dynamometer test cell, additional setup and investment is required to gather this information. Figure 4 summarizes the advantages of the VTC setup.
There are a number of areas where the Micro-HiL cannot replace a dynamometer test cell completely. The VTC environment of the Micro-HiL system relies on the accuracy of the applied engine model. In certain cases the inaccuracy of the model might lead to prediction of erroneous results and conclusions. Emission estimation including particulate matter (PM) and smoke determination is yet to be incorporated in the Micro-HiL capability. These challenges will be addressed in a future version of Micro-HiL.
HARDWARE OPTIMIZATION
Development time is crucial in any type of testing or calibration activity. Any component change or update on the engine requires extensive testing and validation both from a functionality point of view and also from a systems durability perspective. The Micro-HiL provides the user the capability to perform this testing by allowing models of the proposed components to be integrated into the existing setup. The user can update the engine model with any new component that needs to be evaluated and perform the necessary tests.
As an example one can consider the various turbocharger configurations available for a particular engine. An engineer has the option to choose between various configurations such as single-stage or dual-stage wastegate operation or Variable Geometry Turbine (VGT). In one of our study a conventional two-stage wastegate actuated turbo system was replaced with a single-stage VGT on a heavy-duty diesel engine model. This component test is shown in Figure 5 . With the exception of the boost system, all other subsystems were identical between the two configurations. The engine had been calibrated for operation with a two-stage turbocharger system. The VGT system was then tested in the VTC environment with this two-stage turbocharger calibration.
Figure 3. Virtual Test Cell Interface
The performance of the turbocharger systems were then compared at steady-state points with different pedal positions, as shown in Figure 6 . From the result, it is clear that the VGT system has a better response during state transitions but is limited in the maximum pressure it can achieve. This MicroHiL testing provided a quick and inexpensive way of comparing the effect of different turbocharger configurations on engine performance allowing the engineer to quickly identify components that yield improved performance and meet all the systems requirements.
AFTERTREATMENT MODELING
The VTC environment provides the user with opportunities to explore areas that would traditionally require hardware testing and validation in the test cell. The existing Micro-HiL setup is capable of simulating the engine behavior in various test environments with different hardware configurations for boost, EGR, etc. However, since the increasingly stringent emission standards have pushed OEM's toward adopting highly sophisticated aftertreatment devices it is essential to provide a platform that will allow integration of the latest advancements in emissions reduction technologies, and thus A Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) is one such component that is widely used to reduce particulate emissions. Apart from identifying the appropriate components for implementing the DPF system, another critical component involves the development of a control algorithm to clean the DPF using a thermal burn-off process called 'regeneration'. Often a significant amount of time is spent in developing the proper controls to achieve the regeneration capability in a variety of driving conditions. The most critical variable is the control of the exhaust temperature exiting the Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC), which controls the rate at which the accumulated soot burns off from the DPF. Using the Micro-HiL it is possible to significantly reduce this effort by providing an exhaust temperature model for the DOC which can be used for developing a robust control strategy, and then study the impact on engine performance and fuel economy. 9. In this figure sudden drops in the DOC outlet temperature can be seen whenever the engine transitions from a low to high load condition during the FTP cycle. The DOC model, when attached to the VTC environment in the Micro-HiL, provides a solid tool to calibrate and optimize the regeneration control module within the ECU. In the case of NOx control plug-and-play models for ammonia injection control calibration and validation will be developed in future.
IDLE GOVERNOR CONTROL
The idle governor control is an essential part of any engine calibration. The existing Micro-HiL lacked a sophisticated idle controller, which was deemed necessary to increase the versatility of the VTC environment. Figure 10 shows the ECU's behavior without an idle governor applied. It is evident that the ECU is not able to hold the injection quantity during the idle section since there is no friction or parasitic losses as would be present in normal engine operation. The amount of fuel injected during engine idling also impacts the emissions and fuel economy.
In order to address this challenge, an idle control model was developed in Simulink to work in a closed loop environment with the ECU. The Micro-HiL idle controller regulates the idle speed of the engine based on the injection quantity feedback from ECU. Within the idle controller model a simulator was created which regulates the parasitic and friction losses seen in normal engine operation as shown in Figure 11 .
Accuracy of the idle governor in the Micro-HiL can be seen in Figure 12 . Here we see that the closed-loop communication between the model and ECU is effective at maintaining the desired idle speed. Figure 12 also shows that the ECU continues to regulate the fuel quantity to maintain the desired idle speed against the loss simulator within the model. There are instances during the cycle when the idle governor becomes saturated. The accuracy and precision of the simulated idle governor depends upon the system processing speed and its real-time communication capabilities. The rate at which the engine speed is measured also impacts the controller. In the test cell, parameters such as engine speed are measured at a segment synchronous rate, while the Micro-HiL measurement occurs at a 1 Hz frequency. The ECU expects the engine speed to be updated on a segment synchronous basis, thus small discrepancies are expected in the idle governor behavior. This issue has been identified and work is in progress to further refine the idle controller model. 
SUMMARY/CONCLUSIONS
Development of a VTC environment requires establishing effective communication paths that allow the engine model and the ECU to interact in a manner similar to that which occurs in the test cell. This requires eliminating some of the essential hardware used in the conventional test cell setup with software packages and models to replicate some of the basic processes. Micro-HiL establishes these communication paths by using standard software packages and simple process models. This includes the use of the available Matlab add-ons for INCA, GT-Power and CAN communication to eliminate the engine harness and Simulink models for replicating actual processes such as the friction loss simulator for the idle governor control. The VTC environment also provides the engineer with an effective platform for ECU calibration and engine sub-component development and refinement. Examples include the use of temperature models for aftertreatment thermal management and the use of different engine sub-component models within the base engine model setup for component development, validation and optimization.
In the current Micro-HiL setup some of the fundamental challenges associated with development of a VTC environment have been tackled using solutions that are simple and cost effective. Going forward, the Micro-HiL system will feature more sophisticated algorithms and software packages that can address the following challenges For the Micro-HiL to work similar to a real time system, it has to be dependent on the available processor speed and the software capabilities. The concept of Micro-HiL was to eliminate as much hardware as possible compared to a conventional HiL system so there are number of software packages currently in use which make system synchronization with real time operation a big challenge. The use of CAN communication to update the engine speed and pedal position signals is one example where data lagging leads to slower system response rates. In the future the existing CAN setup will be replaced with a more direct interface to the ECU to allow for faster data communication and improved system response rates. Also at present a number of engine manufacturers are employing multiple controllers within their existing setup. A common example includes the use of a primary ECU for base engine controls and a secondary controller for aftertreatment management. Future versions of Micro-HiL will explore the possibilities of including multiple controllers within the VTC environment.
